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Comune di Forlimpopoli

Forlimpopoli  becomes the capital  of  "eating well" during the Artusian Festival.  This  pays
homage to its most famous fellow townsman: the gourmet and gastronomer Pellegrino Artusi,
undisputed father of modern Italian cuisine. An irresistible mixture of sounds, cooking smells
and tastes hangs over the historic centre of the Artusian town. During the nine-day festival the
town always becomes the scene of gastronomy, culture and entertainment. The most important
factor of this festival is the homemade cooking and the more than 700 recipes of the renowned
Artusian cookbook “The Science in the Kitchen and the Art of Eating Well” which are revived
in the various restaurants and food-tasting stalls along the streets, the squares and the lanes in
Forlimpopoli, renamed for the occasion according to the chapters of the famous cookbook.
The theme of the festival reflects the words, the descriptions and the image of Italy in that
period which the cookbook has contributed to unify as far as identity, culture, gastronomy and
language are concerned.
Arriving at its 20th edition the Artusian Festival offers the inviting gastronomy together with a
rich  programme  of  shows,  concerts,  animations,  exhibitions  and  cultural  events  which
stimulate both one's palate and delight one's intellect. The festival comes to life thanks also to
the collaboration with Casa Artusi (the first gastronomic cultural centre in Italy dedicated to
homemade cooking) which is the focal point of the festival and the ideal place for meetings,
forums, conferences and is, by now, according to tradition, the place where the “Artusian” and
the “Marietta ad Honorem Prizes” are awarded to already famous people.
In 2016,  in  the  year of  the  20th edition of  the  great  “Forlimpopolese  kermesse”,  the
festival links up with the centenary celebration of the death of an important person for
Italian  culture:  Olindo  Guerrini,  poet  and  eclectic  writer,  but  also  friend  and  first
supporter of Artusi's work.

For information:
THE TOWN HALL OF FORLIMPOPOLI: 
Cultural Centre  Tel. + 39 0543 749234-5-6 - info@festartusiana.it

  Tel. + 39 0543 743138 - www.casartusi.it - info@casartusi.it

During the  20th edition  of  the  Artusian Festival  the  “Marietta  Award” is  proclaimed the
National  competition  for  amateur  cooks,  after  Marietta  Sabatini,  the  honest  and  good
Pellegrino Artusi cook.

Expiry date: Monday 6th June 2016 by 13.00.
Prize: 1,000 Euros (Competition info. to be downloaded from the following websites.
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